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AGENDA
Welcome

Today's Meeting

Reuse in Phase 2

Guiding Prinicples

Regulatory Structure 

Planning Next Steps

Closing Remarks

PDF OWAC Ground Rules.pptx.pdf

Marc will

call on

members

today!

Focus discussions on the future

Avoid "war stories" 

Not bound by current rule

Assist in finding agreement

plus/delta

Need to involve

realtors at the right

point

Meeting facilitation

Keep more

focused on

key issues 

Liked that the meeting was

facilitated. I liked that it

was offered via both Zoom

and in-person.

People didn't go to

turf protection

Liked using Mural. It's

helpful to see

relationships.

Like Jenny's

Approach

Mural allowed for

team collaboration

and agreement

Meeting was well

prepared

More breaks 

Larger

Room

More

discussion

between

groups before

next meeting

Participation of

expert guests 

Break up meetings

into 2 days 

Snacks

Agreed on O&M

program

Agreed on licensing

program (engineers,

agency staff, installers,

service providers, etc.)

Agreed on

renewable operating

permit

Agreed on Tiered

Approach

Agreed on using

another indicator

other than total

coliform

Agreed on exploring

tank requirements 

Agreed on exploring

CBOD vs BOD (5-day)

as an indicator and how

to bring in existing BOD

data

Agreed on evaluating

nitrogen loading 

Agreed on evaluating

the 100,000 gallon

(4.23) 

Agreed on evaluating

cummulative flow limit,

including assessing risk

based on sound

science

Agreed on proposing

a varience approach

Agreed on expanding on

the Sundberg definition

of wastewater to include

different types of

wastewater

Agreed on updating values

and expanding entries in

Table 1 (align BOD, TSS,

COD, other nutrients as

needed with sources). 

Agreed on providing

guidance on

applicability of Table 1,

and address surge

loading

Agreed on decoupling

4.01 requirement, and

replace with equivalent

in on-site program

Agreed on making a

decision on use and

terms of closure of

cesspools

Agreed on strengthening

education, expanding

enforcement process with

alignment with delegated

Counties

Note: If ADEQ does

not agree to

enforcement there is

no program

Team Agreements

Site Investigation to

determine risk (matrix) -

Does this include the

intended end use... 

Tiered Level

Performance

Approach (treatment

technology)

Tiered Operation &

Maintenance

Approach

Tiered Training and

Certification

Approach

Jenny's Tiered Approach

Design

Need a matrix

which includes

all of the things

that need to be

evaluated to

determine risk.

INPUT:  What is the

intended use and

location on stie

Permitting

Program??

Site and

Soil

Analysis

A312

Reuse

Soil

Treatment

(surface

disposal)

Site and

Soil

Analysis

Soil

Treatment

(surface

disposal)

ReuseA312

Horizontal

and Vertical

Charts

(Mathmatics)

Clear PPL

Process

(driven by

?)

Training

Certification

O&M

Requirement Verification Compliance

Components of

PPL technology

has changed -

what is change

and when have to

notify

Construction

Authorization

Permit conditions

doesn't reference

the PPL

What about

parts for

high altitude

What about when

manufacturer to

send a part that

doesn't match the

original

Today's

tiered

approach  -

Needs clean

up

Missing from

the Rule -

Need to be

successful

Will current PPLs be

grandfathered or will

they need to have a

new PPL - need

justification for

requiring a new one.

Transition

into new rule

for all

existing

systems

What

about a

system

that fails?

Improve

Table 1??

Organic

loading

Facilitation

What is the deadline to complete the TWG work:

12 months after ADEQ gives go ahead on work

done today - in writing  
BOD

Coliform

Tanks (sizes

manufactured and

maintenance) ---

Tank Sub Group in

Design/Permit

Nitrogen - how to

consider loading

and uniform

process (need to

consider the

subdivision rules)

100,000 limit cumulative

flow  - ability of existing to

replace tanks and reserve

areas without nitrogen

loading (4.23 permit is

24,000 if over go to an

individual permit) with have

to have an daily operations

schedule

Definition of

Wastewater

(Sundberg

proposal) 

Table 1

4.01 Sewage

Collection

Systems

(Step and

grinder)

Enforcement -

YES / No

Consider if could

be addressed

under UIC

Does cumulative

flows remain a

thing? Sites in

close proximity

Allow for options based

on risk and can replace

without permit but

sometimes may need

to permit

Decouple the

decentralized

from 4.01

Issues discussed during
afternoon which led to
agreements

Questions for the Work
Groups to Address

Permits

O&M

Training/

Certification

Performance

Parameters

PPLS

What are we

permitting?

Are we

doing a

renewal

permit

Who is

doing the

permitting?

Attached to

the deed of

the

property?

What about the

1.09 permits

and how does

end of life cycle

Must have

O&M

Program

Repairs and

Maintenance

to be allowed

to repair a

system

What

parameters for

monitoring

(BOD, CBOD)

ROC

licensing of

contractors

Must have

CEUS

LIsting of

certified

Training for

inspectors 

Fecal

Configuration

and scalability

What data gets

submitted and

how it gets

analyzed

Will data with

testing with

different

parameters

be allowed

Need to have a

statwide

database which

provides public

access to

information

Statewide

Database

Are we

doing an

operational

permit? 

Are there 2

catergories -

one an

operating

permit

Influent

BOD

Effluent

CBOD

Guiding principles are

simple rules or value

statements that help

project teams make

decisions when they are

faced with a choice or

when disagreements arise.

Clear, well-written guiding

principles aid teams in

making directionally

correct decisions more

quickly and with greater

autonomy.

Phase 2 Guiding
Principles

OWTF rules are

based on sound

science

Program provides

leading-edge

environmental and

public health protection

Rules are radically simple for

customers and staff (precise,

easy to understand, rule

language must be

unambiguous)

Rules encourage the

development and use

of new and evolving

technologies

Program allows Arizona

to become a national

leader in recycle and

reuse of wastewater and

resource recovery

Rules ensures

competent personnel

and management and

certification program

Protecting home

investment and

community

investment 

Include

expertise in

(application of

engineering)

Program considers

balance of

environmental, public

health, economic,

property impacts 

Create a flow

chart or matrix

that is easy to

follow

A flexible

general

permit 

Department committment

of appropriate resources

to manage, support and

implement program

Alignment and

training with

the delegated

agencies

Regulatory staff

must have same

level of expertise

as required of the

certified

practitioners

ADEQ to lead the

collaboration and

coordinate with other

state agencies

(including building,

plumbing codes, BTR,

ACC,  USDA, WIFA,

etc.

Statewide

access to

program related

information and

data

Think about it

as

infrastructure

for the life of

the property

Includes

the cost of

O&M for

the life

NOTE: Actual principles are

in the yellow rectangles.

The yellows circles contain

additional information to

clarify the intent!

1.09 - Is this a

legitimate group? -

Combine with design

group

Design/Permitting - Need to

determine what is needed

based on today and where to

put - Mike S to liaison between

PPL and D/P 

Future State - Pick up

meeting again - progress

with water reuse agenda -

bring in other experts

O&M - Merge with

Training and

Certification (Bryan

be the liaison)

PPL - Need representation -

- make sure there is

balance among the

representation (tanks,

filters)

Quarterly joint

meetings - In person

and Virtual - Full day

(May)

TWG Needs to
be successful

Send out

Karthiks data

justification

(Theresa)

TO DO

Send Mural

link to

particpants

(view only)

What question do we

need to have

answered? Or future

decision needed?

What science is

needed?

TWG Assigned

By When?

1.09 D/P

Future

State O&M PPL

Train/

Cert 

Need a matrix to

determine strength of

evidence upon which

decision is made -

remove biasis

How to determine

the lifetime costs of

O&M and include in

cost benefit analysis

Feedback on fatal

flaws on

recommendations

Need to have a matrix on

how the risk is determined

based on the site

investigation - and includes a

bunch of other elements

including the influent water

Who will draft the

preliminary tiers and

the definitions?

Are we

bundling

parameters?

Refered to

work groups

How can the groups

collaborate for

consistency?

Committee liaison to

meet regularly?

Department stand on

cesspools

These groups are combined

Design guidelines

Dispersal guidelines

These groups are combined

ADEQ task

To be

shared with

all groups 

Full day every

quarter

ADEQ task

TWG Assignments

TIERED APPROACH

Jake Garrett, Gila County

Tom Hanson, MCESD

Kathy Mills, Mills Engineering

Jenny Vitale

Colin Bishop, Anua

Alex Kendrick, Gila County

David Lentz, Infiltrator

Joelle Wirth, Summit Environmental

Ashley Chatfield, MCESD

Bryan Chiordi, Orenco

Michael Stidham, EZ Treat

Michael Sundberg, MicroSep Tec

Fred Vengrouskie, Eljen

David Bartholomew, Bartholomew

Wastewater Services

Sheryl Ervin, Infiltrator

Brian Kinsley, MCESD

Mike Basic, Basic Drilling

Susan Brenton, MHCA

Lou Brown, AZOWRA, Eljen

Doug Disbrow, AZ Wastewater

Services

David Monihan, Coconino County

Kitt Farrell Poe, UofA

Robert Rubin, NCSU

John Blount, Civil Solutions

Jim King, Eljen

Frederick Tack, GHD

Trevor Baggiore, ADEQ

Randy Mathis, ADEQ

Naveen Savarirayan, ADEQ

Karthik Kumarasamy, ADEQ

Linneth Lopez, ADEQ

Matt Ivers, ADEQ

Ray Morgan, ADEQ

Heidi Welborn, ADEQ contractor

Theresa Gunn, ADEQ

Marc Flamm, ADEQ Facilitator

Holli Labrie, ADEQ OCI

Meeting Participants


